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We are America’s nonprofit, professional association of beach lifeguards and open water rescuers. USLA works to reduce the
incidence of death and injury in the aquatic environment through public education, national lifeguard standards, training programs,
promotion of high levels of lifeguard readiness, and other means. All correspondence other than for the magazine should be sent
to: USLA Corporate Office, P.O. Box 366, Huntington Beach, CA 92648 or alm@usla.org.

American Lifeguard Magazine™
American Lifeguard Magazine™ is published and distributed to every paid member of the USLA as a provision of their
membership. If you wish to publish an article or submit a letter to the editor, address all submissions to: American Lifeguard
Magazine™, 15481 Cottonwood Circle, Huntington Beach, CA, 92647, or alm@usla.org. Entire contents protected by the USLA. All
rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form by any
means - electronic, mechanical, photocopying, or otherwise - without the prior consent of ALM. Unsolicited materials, including all
photographs, are submitted at the sender’s risk and ALM accepts no responsibility. The opinions expressed are strictly those of the
contributors and do not necessarily reflect the views of ALM or the USLA.

ALM Advertising Information
The USLA manages the American Lifeguard Magazine™ and publishes it quarterly with mailing deadlines: Jan. 15-winter, April 15-spring,
July 15-Program/Yearbook, Oct. 15-fall. The 36-page color publication,
now archived on our website, is mailed directly to our 12,000 members
comprised of ocean lifeguards, administrators, competitors, junior
guards and alumni. It showcases the lifesaving profession and juniors
by targeting a variety of public safety topics including training and standards, competitions, certification and educational programs. Promote
your products and services by delivering your message directly to the
lifesaving professionals and managers who are responsible for purchasing products for their agencies and individual needs. Below are the new
ALM ad rates followed by the Bundled Packages:
Ad Size Only
Half Page
Full Page
Inside Cover
Back Cover

One Issue
$300
$500
$600
$750

Three Issues
$810 ($270 each)
$1350 ($450 each)
$1620 ($540 each)
$2025 ($675 each)

Full Year (4 issues)
$1150 10% off
$1825 15% off
$2200 15% off
$2750 15% off

Program
$375
$650
$775
$975

Website Ad Rates: 3 months $500; 6 months $850; one year $1500
(includes link to your site).
Bundled Packages: (one year includes 3 Issues of ALM, Website, and
Program/Yearbook)

Cover Shot: San Diego Lifeguards and Fire
extricate a surfer with a broken leg in the
shorebreak. Photo courtesy of Jim Grant,
San Diego, CA
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Inside Cover
Back Cover

3 Issues
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$375
$650
$775
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Website (year)
$1500
$1500
$1500
$1500

Total
$2775
$3650
$4075
$4725

Bundled
$2220
$2920
$3260
$3780

Savings
$555
$730
$815
$945

For all advertising, contact Michael S. Bartlett ALM Editor at
(714) 345-5792, or mbart4surf@aol.com.
Editor’s Note: If your photo is used on the cover of the ALM, the
USLA will send you a check for $100.00. Please send your photos on disk
in the highest possible resolution, preferably taken with a digital camera
with 5 mega pixels or higher to: USLA - American Lifeguard Magazine,
15481 Cottonwood Circle, Huntington Beach, CA 92647.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
B. Chris Brewster, San Diego, CA
In 1997, I proposed to the USLA
Board of Directors that the USLA create
a website, and I was promptly assigned
to make it happen. At the time, it was
one of the first national lifesaving websites in the world, and it has served us
well. But as time has passed, it cried out
for an update. Meet the new, interactive,
member-driven www.usla.org, launched
on March 14, 2011.
As a member, you log in from the
Home page and you’ll land right on your
personal page. Once there, you’re in
control. Personalize your page with stories and pictures about your lifesaving
career. Got a great rescue story? Post it.
Start a blog. Upload files to share. Write
on your wall. Then invite other members
to connect with you. Check out what
they’ve posted. Comment, discuss,
remember, revise. You decide.
Each USLA chapter is now a distinct
“group” on our website. Chapter members are automatically made a member
of that group. You will also be a group
member of your USLA Region. The group
directory will show you everyone else
who is a current member of each group.
You can message them, create connections, let them know of an upcoming
event, ask a question, share photos.
Check out the many 'member-only'
ways you can save money on discounted
items. For example, Da Fin swim fins
and Hobie polarized sunglasses are
about half off. Ford automobiles are
available at special prices. And you can
buy just about any item of clothing you
can imagine with the USLA logo on it.
Just check the Store.
Many features of the site are restricted to members only. We want to give our
members special privileges. Our popular
Guard to Guard bulletin board, now the
Guard to Guard Forum can be viewed
by anyone, but now only USLA members
may post messages. Same for our Used

Equipment Exchange Forum in the Shop
section of the site. Got some old lifesaving items gathering dust? Maybe a fellow
lifesaver would be interested.
Want to read the latest news on lifeguarding from around the world? Our
Lifeguard News page in the Guard to
Guard section receives a direct, real-time
news feed on any news media items
including the word “lifeguard.” Funny
thing we’ve learned is that the word “lifeguard” is used in some news stories that
aren’t even about lifeguards, but that’s
OK. Most of them are.
There are some familiar aspects to
our new website, but they’ve been moved
around and made easier to find.
Upcoming events around the USA and the
world are featured right on the Home
page, along with maps, contacts, and all
the details you need. If you check in regularly, you’ll be one of the first to know
what’s happening next, whether competitions, meetings, seminars, or just important dates. You can choose to be notified
anytime a new event, forum post, or pho-

tos on a friend’s page are added.
You decide.
Most of the capabilities and sections
familiar to you in the first edition of our
website are still there, like the Lifeguard
Library, competition rules for download,
special sections aimed at junior lifeguards, training, and certification.
We’ve just added to them to give you
more for your membership.
If you haven’t logged in yet, do it
today. You can use your old member
number from the 2010-2011 membership year (it’s on your membership card)
as both your username and password.
Then be sure to change them to something unique.
While you’re in your profile, update
your contact information to be sure you
get your next copy of American Lifeguard
Magazine. Keep it updated if you move
or change your email address. You no
longer have to wait a year to change
vital information. You can also decide
what information about yourself to share
and what information to keep private.
If your membership has lapsed, you
can still log in and renew in real time
with a credit card or e-check. It takes
only a minute or so. If you aren’t a member, you can sign up instantly.
My thanks to the team of Rob
Williams, Charlotte Graham, and
Charlie Hartl who collaborated with me
to make all this happen. All volunteers
working for you.
The USLA has always been focused
on helping lifesavers share ideas, locally,
regionally, nationally, and internationally.
We are a tribe, we lifesavers. Now we
can share our experiences among ourselves in real time and this great network
of lifesaving can grow ever stronger.
Sign up today or renew your membership. See you online!
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HOT FINDS

FOR

2011

Nan Kappeler, Huntington Beach, CA
Thanks to major breakthroughs in clothing material,
skin care and technical eyewear, long days on the
beach can be safer, more comfortable and a bit more
stylish. We’ve even done the home work to find you
the latest in apparel and accessories for the upcoming
season. Before heading outdoors this summer, check
out these hot new products.
Hurley board shorts- Voted by the
Surf Industry Manufacturers Association
as the best board short for the past
three years, the Phantom line is made
with a super stretch material, giving
you that “barely there” feel. The shorts
are also water repellent and dry in a
wink. The Beachrider for females features a shorter, slimmer cut. Solid colors include red and multicolor patterns.
www.hurley.com $49/$55

Craft Pro Cool Shirts—These lightweight shirts are not only fast-drying,
but the mesh knit creates special air
pockets to keep your core cool by
improving ventilation. Worn as a baselayer, the shirt can also keep you warm
on chilly days. The fashionable
women’s and men’s cut are available
in long and short-sleeve styles and a
variety of colors. www.craft-usa.com
$49.99 & $59.99

TriSwim Shampoo and
Conditioner—Enjoy healthier hair and
skin with TriSwim’s shampoo, crème
rinse and body wash. These pleasant
smelling products help remove smelly
chlorine and harmful elements from the
water. Available in 8-oz flip-top tube and 2-oz plastic
tubes at www.tri-swim.com. $10.95/$2.95
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Hobie Sunglasses- A longtime lifeguard favorite, the new Mayport style
is specifically designed for active sports
as well as everyday wear. The sunglasses are lightweight and made with
HydroClean polycarbonate polarized
lenses for clear vision on and off the water. Also Rx
friendly. www.hobiepolarized.com $70 (50% off for
USLA members).
Ballistic Cell Phone Protective
Case- These rugged cases were created to protect phones from drops,
scratches and best of all, sand and
water. The standard slim-line design
includes two outer layers made from of
a soft thermoplastic molded for shock
absorption coupled with a soft silicon inner layer.
www.goballisticcase.com $34.99-$49.99
T Mat Pro Sport Mats- Unlike
towels that bunch up, slide around
and hold water, the T Mat Pro’s
neoprene material provides a soft,
absorptive surface for standing or sitting on the tower. The gridded bottom keeps the mat
from sliding. Available in solid colors and sporty patterns.www.tmatpro.com $24.95

Surfbomber Jacket- Get three
great things in one with this lightweight, waterproof jacket which converts from a jacket on the beach to a
pillow during travel or use the shell
as a raincoat. The Surfbomber also
has a hood with a full zip.
www.Chammyz.com $150 ($80 USLA members).

IN VENTURA, A RETREAT IN THE FACE OF A RISING SEA
Tony Barboza, Reprint with permission, Los Angeles Times
At Surfers Point in Ventura, California is beginning
its retreat from the ocean.
Construction crews are removing a crumbling bike
path, ripping out a 120-space parking lot and laying
down sand and cobblestones. By pushing the asphalt
65 feet inland, the project is expected to give the waveravaged point 50 more years of life.
The effort by the city of Ventura is the most vivid
example to date of what may lie ahead in California as
coastal communities come to grips with rising sea levels
and worsening coastal erosion. As the coastline creeps
inland, scouring sand from beaches or eating away at
coastal bluffs, landowners will increasingly be forced to
decide whether to spend vast sums of money fortifying
the shore or give up and step back.
State officials say the $4.5-million project in Ventura
is the first of its kind in California and could serve as a
model for threatened sites along the coast.
"Managed retreat, as it's called, is one of the things
that we're going to have in our quiver to deal with sealevel rise and increasing storms," said Sam Schuchat,
executive officer of the California Coastal Conservancy,
which helped fund the Surfers Point project.
Sea levels have risen about 8 inches in the last century and are expected to swell at an increasing rate as
climate change warms the ocean, experts say. In
California, the sea is projected to rise as much as 55
inches by the end of the century and gobble up 41
square miles of coastal land, according to a 2009 statecommissioned report by the Pacific Institute.
For years, the preferred solution to an eroding shoreline has been to build sea walls or dump imported sand
to serve as a buffer. About one-third of the Southern
California coastline and about 10% of the shore
statewide have been fortified with sea walls and other
hard structures.
Although artificial barriers may protect property in
the short term, they often intensify the effect of waves,
leaving beaches stripped of sand until they narrow or
disappear, permanently altering surf patterns.
As a result, beach-armoring projects are increasingly

out of favor with environmentalists and coastal regulators.
At Surfers Point, Ventura officials first knew they had
a problem about two decades ago, when storms started
chewing away at the oceanfront bike path a few years
after it was built.
When heavy storms hit, waves ate mounds of sand,
washed away chunks of asphalt and exposed rebar, car
parts and junk that had been underground for decades.
Officials at the Ventura County Fairgrounds, which is
on a 62-acre site next to Surfers Point, initially suggested a buried sea wall. But environmentalists and surfers
fiercely objected, saying that armoring the shore would
protect a parking lot at the expense of the beach and
destroy the point break near the Ventura River that generates the distinctive, surfer-friendly waves for which the
site was named.
After extensive debate, the fairgrounds agreed to
give up some of its property for a plan that would provide room for the sand to shift. It is based on the idea
that beaches are constantly in flux, growing as the summer's gentle waves bring sand ashore and shrinking
when winter storms scour it away.
"It was the right thing to do for all of the residents of
the county," said fairgrounds Chief Executive Officer
Barbara Quaid, who prefers not to view it as sacrificing
land but as redirecting its use. "Coming down to the
beach and seeing it beautified is a lot different than
coming down and seeing a bike path that's falling into
the ocean."
The "managed retreat" marks a reversal with profound implications for a state that has for more than a
century crammed its most valuable homes and businesses on the edge of the ocean.
"There's the old-school mentality that when nature
threatens you, you fight back," said Paul Jenkin, Ventura
campaign manager for the Surfrider Foundation and a
longtime advocate for the project. "So this idea of
retreating and moving back was really quite a radical
proposition."
to page 10...
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THE "TAIL"

OF

TWO DIVES

Cal Porter, Reprint with permission, County Recurrent

The Zuma Beach Emergency Crew, Late 1940's.
Left to right: Cal, Don, Ray, Mel, Mac. Photo courtesy of Cal Porter.

It was late afternoon in the early 1950’s, going into
evening. Most of the lifeguards at Zuma Beach were
about to go off duty when the old switchboard at headquarters lit up with a phone call. The sheriff on the line
quickly relayed the information that there was a diver
down somewhere between Malibu Colony and the surfing beach; Emergency!!! With me as the senior man
and driver, six of us piled into the old International Truck
that was our emergency vehicle, seen in the photo
above, and with red lights and siren going we headed
south on Pacific Coast Highway. It would take us about
fifteen minutes to reach the site and it had probably
been at least that long before we had received the call.
With that amount of elapsed time we realized that this
would more than likely be a recovery operation rather
than a rescue. There was always the chance the diver
had left the water unknown to his fellow diver who had
reported the incident.
Our diving equipment in the 1940’s and early
1950’s for rescue or recovery consisted of diving masks
and fins, that was all. The aqualung had been invented
some years earlier but was not available as yet. Wet
suits would be along in a few years but at this time only
a few experimental, primitive examples existed. None of
the lifeguards had them. Even our masks and fins had
only been around for a dozen years. There was no
Baywatch Lifeguard Rescue Boat at that time. We did
have paddleboards.
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Arriving on the scene, the victim’s diving buddy
quickly pointed out where his friend had last been seen,
and yes, he was wearing a diving suit of some sort, and
no, there was no way he could have left the water without being seen. This was a diving area I knew well, it
being one of my favorites for abalone and lobsters. I
had the divers spread out and we began searching the
area quickly since we would soon lose our daylight. We
were all pretty good, breath-holding free divers but after
forty-five minutes of looking our visibility was almost
gone. The unsuccessful search was over, called off. The
divers, very cold by now, all left the water. However, I
had drifted quite a distance south in an attempt to cover
as much ocean bottom as possible in the short time left.
With visibility being overtaken by darkness I took one
last dive before leaving the water. What I saw on that
last dive was the biggest bull lobster I had ever seen,
and I had dived for them most of my life. The largest
California Spiny Lobster on record was three feet long
and weighed over twenty-six pounds. This one had to
go fifteen pounds or more. What to do? Well, the
search was over, called off, the group on the beach and
the sheriff had dispersed in the waning light. The only
ones left were the lifeguards waiting for me in the semidarkness by the truck. I dove again, brought the monster
to the surface, and then to the beach. It fed a good
many of us for dinner that night.
Some days later the diver was still missing, no doubt
by now taken miles away by the ocean waves, drifts,
and currents, probably never to be found. My friend
and I were off on a diving jaunt this day, and we eventually ended up in this same area where we knew the
diving was usually good. After many dives we had done
well, and after a couple more we would be through for
the day. By this time I was in the very spot where the
victim’s buddy said he had last seen his friend. I took a
deep breath, held it, and dove toward the bottom. There
below me, facing the ocean floor, was a diver. He was
wearing an early version of a black wet suit and had a
weight belt around his waist. It at first startled me to see
another diver that I hadn’t known was out there, but the
realization of who this was hit home when the surge of
to page 10...

T H E WA T E R M A N / WA T E R W O M A N D E F I N E D
Peter Davis, Galveston, TX
Webster defines waterman as "a
man who makes his living from the
water (as by fishing)".Wikipedia says,
“The term has evolved to mean one who
takes part in activities which involve
water, including wave riding, wind or
motor assisted sports, diving and fishing. A waterman is also skilled in interpreting weather and tide information to
decide the best water activity for the
conditions. They also work to improve
water resources, reduce water pollution
and protect water species from overexploitation…In surfing terminology,
"waterman" refers to a versatile athlete
who can engage in various forms of
water sports depending on conditions.”
These definitions are a start but they
fail to capture the essence. They’re a
shadow that represents a form without the
sun that solidifies. It’s a very elusive term.
For me, mention of the word
“Waterman” brings to mind names like
Duke Kahanamoku (who introduced surfing to the mainland), George Freeth (who
is the father of modern lifesaving), or,
locally, Leroy Colombo (who holds the
Guinness book record for most rescues).

Two good friends of mine who are
both accomplished watermen are Archie
Kalepa and Brian Keaulana. Watermen
by anyone’s definition. Archie is the
Assistant Chief of the lifeguard service
in Maui. Brian is an ex-lifeguard trainer
from Oahu who pioneered personal
watercraft rescue. They’re known
around the world for big wave riding
and have towed into waves over 70 feet
tall. They dive, swim, row outriggers,
and in the past few years have turned
their attention to racing and surfing
stand up paddleboards. Last year
Archie rode a stand up paddleboard for
180 miles down the Grand Canyon.
The board he rode was made by a
company they founded called “C4”. The
name of the company is based on the
“core 4 values of a waterman”. Those
core values are balance, endurance,
strength, and tradition. They don’t mean
for these to be interpreted literally. For
example they talk about finding balance
in your life through family, relationships,
diet, discipline, development of body,
mind, and spirit.
So, this helps define. For me the

spirit of the Waterman or Waterwoman
is evident in the meticulous discipline
and training taken by committed lifeguards, the enthusiasm the 55 year old
banker shows when he strips down for a
45 minute surf session on his lunch
break, and the way all committed fisher
people, surfers, and beach goers roll
down the car window when nearing the
ocean so they can smell the salt air.
Water people recognize each other in a
crowd by the way they move, look, treat
others, look at the world, and hold themselves with a certain stillness.
Its about connection to the environment that we originally came from. Its
about being open to what the ocean
means to the human race. Its about
knowing your limits, losing your ego,
trusting yourself and your training, and
allowing yourself to be humble in the
face of something that is infinitely powerful. And its about being in sync with
that force so that you move with it and
not against it when you rescue, recreate, or re-center.

The USLA has arranged for deep discounts and special deals with leading companies that offer products of value to USLA members.
Visit the USLA Home page (at the bottom) or the USLA Store, at: http://www.usla.org/store/store.asp
Example discounts available to you:
- 45% off Da Fin swim fins
- 50% off Hobie polarized sunglasses (including special deals on prescription sunglasses)
- 50% off almost all the products offered for sale by Finis
- Special discounts on Ford automobiles.
As well, lifeguards, chapters, and regions can purchase clothing and other items with the USLA logo embroidered on them at Uniserv
GuardGear. And you can purchase rings with the USLA logo from Jostens.
The USLA is committed to helping lifeguards get the best equipment at the best prices. Don't forget to sign up for your membership
today through your chapter or at: http://membership.usla.org/memberlogin.asp
A MERICAN L IFEGUARD M AGAZINE , S PRING 2011
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THE TWO DIVES... from page 8
the sea rolled him over on his back and he looked
straight at me through his diving mask. I shot up for air
and called for my friend to come and help me. We managed to bring him to the surface, get him to the beach,
call the sheriff, and it was all soon over. He hadn’t been
tangled in the kelp, and the wonder was why his body
had returned to the very spot where we had searched
so carefully a few days before. Was it a faulty wet suit
filled with water, or too heavy a weight belt that caused
his demise? We could see no reason why he had
drowned, and I don’t think it was ever determined.
I had gone to sea one day to find a lost diver and
returned with a giant lobster.
I had gone to sea another day to find a giant lobster
and returned with the body of a man.

Malibu Point. Photo courtesy of Cal Porter.

VENTURA... from page 7
In the near term, there are a number of publicly
owned sites, from a weathered parking lot hugging a
narrow strand at Cardiff State Beach in San Diego
County to a lifeguard station within a few steps of the
surf in San Clemente, where planners might soon have
to consider moving structures out of harm's way.
Such a decision would be far tougher for private
property owners, but they too could eventually be in the
position of giving up billions of dollars of desirable real
estate.
"The challenge is we have built most of our civilization within a few feet of sea level or right at the edge,"
said Gary Griggs, a coastal geologist at UC Santa Cruz
who co-wrote the book "Living With the Changing
California Coast." "It's either going to be managed or
unmanaged, but it's going to be retreat."
Some coastal residences are already faced with similar predicaments.
In Santa Barbara, homes with exposed pillars teeter
on the edge of the fast-eroding oceanside cliffs of Isla
Vista. Residents on the bluffs of Pacifica in Northern
California have had to evacuate their mobile homes and
apartments as waves pounded dangerously close.
Where residents have chosen to erect sea walls to
protect their homes, including mansions built along
Malibu's Broad Beach and beachside mobile homes in
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San Clemente, the sands have narrowed so dramatically
that walking along the seashore is impossible except at
low tide.
Experts point to one shoreline where a planned
retreat has worked.
The historic Cape Hatteras Lighthouse on the Outer
Banks of North Carolina was in danger of being lost to
severe shoreline erosion until 1999, when the National
Park Service relocated it 2,900 feet inland.
Goleta Beach County Park in Santa Barbara County
could be the next location for a planned retreat.
Officials there are watching Ventura closely as they
develop plans for a beach that has receded hundreds of
feet since the 1970s.
Park officials want to remove two parking lots, a bike
path and underground utility lines that are dangerously
close to the sea and move them up to 120 feet inland.
The idea has been unpopular with some because it
would mean giving up about an acre of public land to
potentially be overtaken by the ocean.
Erik Axelson, a deputy director with Santa Barbara
County Parks, said the plan is about coming to grips
with the future.
"We're recognizing that we're living in a coastal environment that changes," he said. "And we want to work
with that change and move things out of harm's way.
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V IRGINA B EACH L IFEGUARDS A SSIST US N AVY
John Kelly, Virgina Beach, VA
The summer solstice
and the end of the school
year bring many of us
back to the beach to work.
I have worked as an
Ocean Lifeguard for over
thirty years, from Belmar,
New Jersey to Virginia
Beach, Virginia. Most of
my days on the beach
have passed with little or
no incident, but June 22,
2005 was a day I’ll not
soon forget.
I was assigned to the
southernmost beach in
Virginia: Sandbridge
Beach. It is a small community that stretches
towards the North Carolina line. The day was a
beautiful, bright early summer day. The water was
calm, and the ocean temperature was warm

enough, around 70, for the patrons to enjoy themselves in the small surf. As the afternoon unfolded, I
stationed myself at Little Island, a city park with a
fishing pier that presents many different situations.
This day produced one that I had never encountered before.
I was walking the
shoreline near the pier
when a call came over our
emergency radio: “Naval
vessel offshore; Gunshot to
the groin; Request to
beach south of Dam
Neck.” (Dam Neck is the
Naval installation just
north of Sandbridge.)
Incredulous, I grabbed
my binoculars and ran
towards the ramp to the
pier. As I was running, a
to page 32...
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THE REST

OF THE

RESCUE

“Jer” G.S. Storrs, Cocoa Beach, FL
I seldom look back but here's
an exception; an understanding I
missed in my days with LA
County back in the 1950's.
We were all trained to treat
everyone on the beach with
respect. We did, but at the same
time, we tended to feel superior
to the typical tourist. Most tourists
were pretty inept and we usually
called them 'flatlanders' as in
"Hey! Tower 28, you've got flatlanders about 200 yards south".
I know we did consider the inept tourists back then as
job security. They'd jump in the nearest rip even if it was a
long walk from their blanket. When we pulled them out,
we simply filled out the form and sent them on their way.
Fast forward to the 1990's.
I was suddenly close to my 60th birthday and still
guarding. I thought about the USLA motto of “Lifeguards
for Life”? I nailed a double rescue without flotation. Boy,
would Captain Crum have chewed me out for that! As the
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three of us lay gasping in an inch
of water, it came to me, a sudden
insight. Their bodies were safe
but they both were crushed,
ashamed and embarrassed. So I
lied there and explained to them
how well they'd done; just laid it
on. Suddenly, they came back to
life, ready to enjoy the rest of the
day!
Damn, I thought! All those
years of failing to do the rest of
the rescue! Who would’ve thought that delivering a shot of
confidence booster would improve a patient’s well being
after nearly drowning?
We all know that most people don’t like the feeling of
helplessness and some suffer in denial when in peril.
We've certainly seen many who'd rather drown than be
seen in the rescue and embarrassment being pulled to safety. Why else have I heard a yell for help only twice among
those I've pulled out?
to page 21...

THE REST OF THE RESCUE... from page 20
The Chinese understand this as in the saying, "why
do you hate me? I haven't even tried to help you." The
old Hawaiians really understood it. Their saying couplet,
"thanks for the help!" and answered by "thanks for
needing help." Yes, getting help is tough on the ego but
helping pumps up the ego.
Okay, enough of the touchy-feely business. We used
to joke about job security without seeing the whole picture. Maybe it’s time to get with the program. Most anywhere there are guards on the beach, the tourists are a
BIG source of revenue. A part of our job includes host
or beach ambassador to aid our visitors who fuel our
local economies. We want them to return. We need
them to return.
So, review the words above. The tourists are probably more important to our lives than just providing simple directions to the best Chinese restaurant in town.
Now, with all of our budgets under fire, we need to
remember this. First, complete the rest of the rescue. And
second, treat all visitors with respect and appreciation
such as they will want to return. Lifeguard must display a
conscious effort in their demeanor, not just with passive
politeness. The tourists are OUR job security!
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Jr. Guard Photo of Hannah Reed Lands her
on the Cover of PB Teen Magazine
Sally Reed, San Clemente, CA

to San Francisco and
covered all expenses for
her and mom. "I really
like modeling... you get
to meet a lot of interesting people from all over
the country", Hannah
said. "My
second
favorite job was when
they flew us to Kauii, HI
to model for Princeville
Villas".

Hannah Reed has had many accomplishments
for an 11 yr. old (now 12) but, "This one was the
most fun by far", quoted Hannah. The booking
agent chose Hannah from a series of photos and
wanted someone athletic and fit. They flew her
22 A MERICAN L IFEGUARD M AGAZINE , S PRING 2011

Her passion is any sport
involving
water!
Hannah can't wait to
start Jr. Guards again
this summer as JG2 and
will be eligible to try out
for lieutenant. She was
voted "most outstanding"
Jr. Guard last session
which is an "overall"
award given to the
guard with: "great attitude, great attendance,
helpful in assisting
Guard,
great
role
model, excels in competition, and well-rounded", says Alyssa Banks
(director of San Clemente Guards). "All of the
Guards get together to vote on this award so it
is a decision made by many Guards". Hannah
to page 34...

JUNIOR GUARD PROFILE
Name: Julia Schulte
Junior Lifeguard Program: Pompano Beach Junior
Lifeguards
Age/Age group: 14/A
Number of years in junior guards: 5
How they came to be a junior
lifeguard: Followed fellow teammates from the
Pompano Beach Piranhas Swim Team.
Favorite junior guard activity: Beach Flags/Paddle
Name of brother/sister in junior guards: Kelly
Schulte (age 12) and Shane Schulte (age 10)
Relatives who are LIFEGUARDS: none
Do they want to be a Lifeguard? Other careers?
Yes; Other career: News Anchor
Why you should know the name: 2007 National
Paddle Board Champion: South Carolina;
2008-2009 Southeast Regional Champion in
numerous events; 2010 placed top five in Southeast
Regionals (competed “up” in higher age category).
Something you may not know: Julia loves to read
and aspires to compete in the Summer Olympics for
Swimming.
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S O U T H E A S T R E G I O N P U R S U E S L E G I S L AT I V E
RECOGNITION IN FLORIDA
Joe McManus, Advisor to the Southeast Region

The Administrative Code of the State of Florida currently defines a “lifeguard” as a “Person responsible for
the safety of the users of a public swimming pool.” One
immediately notices, in this definition, no mention of the
safety of the users of nearly 700 miles of public beaches
in Florida, beaches that, not coincidentally, drive
Florida’s economic engine. According to a recent study
, Florida consistently leads the nation in rip current
drowning deaths, many of which victimize tourists swimming in areas without lifeguard protection. In light of
these facts, a question that comes to mind is: can legislative recognition of the existence and role of open
water lifesavers help mitigate Florida’s open water
drowning deaths?
With this as a backdrop, in 2008, the Florida
Department of Health’s Bureau of Emergency Services
Advisory Council (EMSAC) recognized, through resolution, the United States Lifesaving Association Southeast
Region as its newest constituency group. The premise
upon which the lifeguard constituency group operates is
found somewhere in the old EMS adage, “if it isn’t documented, it didn’t happen.” The strategy employed is to
have state government, by requiring agency certification, recognize and regulate all coastal lifeguard agencies operating in Florida. It is our hope that these legislative changes, coupled with an ongoing statewide

public education campaign to have tourists and residents swim at lifeguard protected beaches certified to
USLA standards, will begin to have a positive effect
upon the safety of all who visit Florida beaches.
It can be argued that Florida has one of the most
progressive EMS systems in America. Florida statute
401.24 requires the Bureau of EMS “to develop and
biennially revise a comprehensive state plan for basic
and advanced life support services.” The Florida EMS
Strategic Plan was first implemented in 2006, and it is
through this vehicle that the lifeguard constituency group
saw an opportunity to bring open water lifesaving into
the mix. Attending the planning session for the 20102012 Strategic Plan, USLA members were able to stake
their claim in the statewide provision of EMS services in
an area that had, until now, been neglected by the
plan: the rescue and prehospital medical care of coastal
drowning victims.
In the current Florida EMS Strategic Plan (July 2010
– June 2012), USLA is the Lead in accomplishing
Objective 6.8: “To provide effective injury prevention,
rescue and prehospital emergency medical care at
Florida’s public bathing places (coordination of rescue
and prehospital emergency care with transport
providers).” Phase 2 of the strategy for realizing this
objective is to “pursue legislative action and rule that
would license and/or certify lifeguard agencies as BLS
non-transport agencies and/or certify agencies under
the USLA agency certification program” and to “pursue
legislative action that would require lifeguard protection
at defined coastal public bathing places.”
A plan is only as good, perhaps, as the paper it’s
written on, especially if there is no concurrent effort to
act. Getting lawmakers to sponsor either amendments to
existing public safety law or to sponsor new public safety language requires diligent effort and a whole lot of
luck, especially at a time when government based services are under ideological attack. By continuing to keep
the message clear, that lifeguards are an integral part of
an integrated emergency medical services system, and
to page 28...
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T H E O R I G I N O F B AY WA T C H M A L I B U :
L I F E G U A R D R E S C U E B O AT
Bob Burnside, Reprint with permission, County Recurrent
It was the winter of 1957,
Zuma was the newest County
Beach and staffed with three men
daily, a call car crew and an officer. A large Pacific Storm had
struck along the coast of California
with howling winds and large
wind driven surf. Water temps.
Had dropped to 48 degrees and
the sand was blinding.
In the late afternoon, suddenly
the Headquarters’ switchboard lit
up like a Christmas tree.
Lt. Fields answered the first call
and then switched the second over
to me. My call was from the
Malibu Sheriffs office relating that
they were receiving numerous calls
that a boat was overturned off Leo
Carrillo State Beach, 8 miles north
of Zuma. Lt. Fields dispatched the
call car immediately to the location
as the switchboard kept lighting up

with incoming calls about the capsized boat.
In those days, our only call car
was a “Hand me down Old
International Pick Up” Transferred
to the division from the Parks and
Recreation Department. Its top
speed was 55 mph and would
vapor lock, if taken over 60 mph.
It was always embarrassing to be
on a Code 3 and have other vehicles go bye us smiling, as we
would floor this “old rusty bucket”
as much as we dared, hoping to
make it go faster.
As the Call Car driver, also
assigned to the call car was (future
Chief) Howard Lee, who had just
recently been assigned to Zuma
from Hermosa, after his discharge
from the 82nd Airborne. Lee was
quickly about to get a serious baptism into a Zuma winter ocean res-

cue, in freezing water and howling
winds.
Arriving on the scheme, four
people were observed hanging on
to a 15 ft. Skiff, approximately 1 _
miles off shore. Having more experience with the county rescue
board, I started down the embankment with this eleven-foot hollow,
fifty-five pound Peterson Rescue
Board. Entering the water I told Lee
to contact Zuma for help from the
U.S. Coast Guard at Point
Hueneme, which was about 12
miles north of the location, and
radio Headquarters and have Lt.
Fields contact Paradise Cove to
see if the commercial fishing boat,
“The Lennobrok”, could be dispatched. The paddle was nearly
more than I could handle, given
the conditions and made even
worse as in that period wet suits
to page 29...

SOUTHEAST REGION... from page 27
by showing consistency in attending the EMSAC committee meetings, USLA members were able to foster professional relationships that proved necessary to affecting
change.
At the most recent EMSAC meeting, the advisory
council chairman attended the Medical Care committee
meeting, where the lifeguard constituency group objective was under discussion. He then led the council to
unanimously endorse our proposal to gain state legislative adoption of the agency certification standards promulgated by USLA. His letter dated 2011-02-11,
addressed to the Director of the Division of Florida
Emergency Medical Operations, in part, reads: “On
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January 20, 2011, the Florida EMS Advisory Council
voted unanimously to support the lifeguard [constituency
group] proposal to adopt the United States Lifesaving
Association or equivalent National Standards for all
open water ocean lifeguards. Whether at the ocean, a
water park or the public pool a lifeguard should meet
minimum criteria to support a safe environment.”
This endorsement is helpful, to be sure, but in the
current anti-regulation climate, sound and comprehensive water safety policy may still be a struggle to obtain.
The objective, however, has been memorialized and has
found sympathetic, professional ears. It will not be forsaken as long as we remain Lifeguards for Life.

THE ORIGIN OF BAYWATCH MALIBU... from page 28

"North County Swell". Photo by & Copyright H. Barry Stein 2011. All Rights Reserved. Used here with permission.

had not been developed.
Upon arriving at the capsized
boat, I found that the victims were
disoriented, frightened and near
panic. I positioned all of them on
the windward side of the craft to
avoid its lines and gear from entangling them. Three of the younger
victims were in fair shape, considering the circumstances, but the
fourth was an elderly man who
was going into hypothermia rapidly
Hoping that a vessel was well
under way to assist in the rescue, I
moved from victim to victim, assuring them that help was on the way.
The wind kept moving the rescue
board away from the craft so I had
to swim quickly to retrieve it several times.
The Highway was now packed

with vehicles from the Sheriff’s
Dept, Fire Dept., CHP and spectators. Red light and sirens created
a wild scene as viewed by those
hanging on to the capsized craft
which didn’t help with keeping
them calm.
Time now became a major factor as over forty-five minutes had
passed and a decision needed to
be made. Recognizing that the
elder victim might likely die if not
brought ashore immediately, I
asked the young three victims if
they could hang on until I got the
fading victim to the beach. I told
them I would return to them as
quickly as possible. They agreed,
and struggling with the conditions,
I finally landed the victim on the
beach exhausted.

I handed the heavy board over
to Howard Lee, and said, “go get
um “Howie!” Lee was up to the
task; he was entering a raging
ocean on his first ocean rescue. It
was a tough paddle in extreme
conditions, over two large kelp
beds by a novice paddler, but one
with a big heart and determined to
get to the remaining three victims.
On his arrival, he assured the
group that help was coming, but
the question was, when?
The two men were rotating from
top of the hull, into the water, while
the one woman, was the only victim that kept calm and remained in
the water. “Howie” had his hands
full! It was another half-hour when
out of the west-northwest I noticed
to page 30...
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THE ORIGIN OF BAYWATCH MALIBU... from page 29

Shown in map above is Leo Carrillo State Beach

a large Navy Crash vessel
approaching. It headed directly to
the location and pulled the three
victims on board, returning them to
the Naval Facility at Point
Hueneme. Lee paddled back to
shore frozen and exhausted.
The elderly man had long earlier been transported via ambulance
to the Malibu Emergency Hospital,
and recovered after a few hours of
thawing and medication.
I went down to the beach to
help Lee with the rescue board and
wondered whether “Howie” was
ready to return to Hermosa after this
ordeal. This was a choice I might
have gone with him, if the opportunity had been presented to us by
Chief Stevenson. We both stood
staring at each other, our bodies
trembling with that cold type hurt
but both feeling accomplished that it
all had turned out for the best.

As we walked back to the call
car, suddenly all the vehicles on
the coast highway started honking
their car horns. People were coming up and patting the two of us
on our backs, bringing us blankets
and coffee and just showing a lot
of appreciation. Horns and the
emergency vehicle sirens also started to howl in harmony with the
public. It was a warm feeling for
us, two young Zuma Lifeguards.
Now, after the glory for
“Howie” and I, the point that
needs to be made about this incident was that it brought a HUGE
amount of press coverage. The editors of the Malibu Times and the
Santa Monica papers blasted the
County Board of Supervisors for
not funding a Rescue Boat for
Malibu. The entire community was
up in arms and a large contingent
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gathered at the next Board
Meeting in Los Angeles to express
their outrage.
Needless to say, it took only
two weeks when the Fourth District
Supervisor, Burton Chace, put forth
a motion to immediately fund a
Rescue Boat for Malibu. Needless
to say, the motion passed unanimously.
With that knowledge in hand,
Skipper Micky O’Brien and Chief
Bud Stevenson had the plans on
the table in a month and thus
Baywatch Malibu came to be and
was operational the following summer season.
During its first summer in operation, Baywatch Malibu made
numerous beach rescues and over
75 boat rescues in the northern
division. Yes, the power of the
press is a tool not to be forgotten.

LETTERS

TO THE

EDITOR

Contact the ALM Editor Mike Bartlett at mbart4surf@aol.com
Mike,
I read the winter 2011 – vol. 28, no 2 issue of American Lifeguard, cover to cover the other day. It was given to
me by Peter Fittin.
Fran Crippen first started swimming at Germantown Academy at a very young age. He graduated GA as a very
successful swimmer, setting the National Prep. School recorded in the 500 free. He went on to the University of
Virginia and continued his successful swimming and graduated in 2006. He returned to Germantown Academy in
2008 to be an assistant coach and began to train again. In 2009 he won the 10K open water, 2009 he won the bronze
medal at the World Championships in Rome. Then he went on to win the bronze medal in the 5K in 2010. His tragic
death in 2010 has played heavily in my heart and the hearts of the Germantown Academy community. Especially the
hearts of his family.
I will do everything I can to make open water swimming as safe for everyone from every country. I feel the
United States Swimming is not doing enough to make open water swimming safe, and we need people like you to
make it safe. To be Fran’s voice.
Thank you,
Richard W Shoulberg
Head Coach - Swimming/Aquatic Director
Germantown Academy

Dear Mike,
I enjoyed Tom Gill's article "Open Water Events Should Modify Safety Guidelines". He made some excellent
points.There is tremendous need to better educate participants and perhaps, to go so far as to require a certain level
of open water competence along with a medical clearance before entering races. This need is exceptionally great in
triathlons which are growing in participation by leaps and bounds each year. Many participants come to swimming
later in life and are truly unprepared for the rigors of triathlon racing. Of the 26 deaths that have occurred during
triathlon races in the last decade or so, some were due to heart disease or genetic heart abnormalities that could
have been detected before tragedy struck. Requiring participants to have and annual EKG (electrocardiogram) to
detect heart disease and a one-time ECG (echocardiogram) to rule out structural problems in the heart would go a
long way toward reducing these numbers. Indeed, the governing organizations like USA Triathlon could require
screening as a precondition to participation in sanctioned events.
It is a challenge to balance an individual's freedom "to take the risk" with the liability faced by race directors as
well as the personal risk taken by rescue personnel when things go wrong. It may be impossible to keep everyone safe
without making these events overly costly for the race director or the participants. The Crippen tragedy has, at least
called attention to these issues.
Ingrid Loos Miller
Almuni USLA Member ( City of Laguna Beach, CA 1976-1982)
Author, Fearless Swimming for Triathletes (Meyer & Meyer 2011)
USAT Coach
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VIRGINA BEACH LIFEGUARDS... from page 17
second call
came
through the
radio:
“Multiple
gunshot victims; one
wound to the
torso.” My
mind filled
with possible
scenarios, as
I trained my
binoculars
out to sea.
All morning long, we had heard gunnery practice offshore,
just out of sight below the horizon. As I scanned, I
soon made visual contact with a Naval vessel still
miles away but rapidly heading northwest towards
shore. I radioed that I had a visual over our regular
emergency channel and our emergency tact channel, and almost simultaneously, the boat slowed
and turned towards me.
Sgt. Mike Carter, our Advanced Life Support
provider, was four miles to the north on the beach.
I contacted Mike and Crew Chief Sean Millard,
another VBLS supervisor, as they drove together
towards Little Island Park. They coordinated the

multiple
emergency
response
agencies
responding
including Fire
and EMS
vehicles plus
a landing
zone for
Nightingale,
a regional
medical helicopter for
critical incidents to the
Level I Trauma Center in Norfolk.. All this was done
quickly and out of my sight, behind the dunes in the
parking lot. There were other responsibilities on the
beach.
The craft came swiftly towards shore about 200
yards north of the Little Island pier, stopped on the
sandbar about 50 yards out, and dropped the front
down revealing a number of men inside. One I
could see was heavily bandaged and had his left
arm in a sling. There were two other victims with
what appeared to be slight injuries; all were ambulatory. We cleared the beach, and I sent three
guards out to the vessel with rescue buoys, one rescue board, and a longboard that I borrowed from a
patron. The guards, Chris Gurley, Mike McDonald
and Justin Rienerth, secured the victims and began
to transport them the short distance to shore. As
they were being transported to shore, Mike Carter
and Sean Millard arrived on scene in our ALS
Expedition. We quickly assisted the men into the
SUV as Mike examined the situation and provided
information to the waiting rescue personnel.
The last person to reach shore was a person in
to page 33...
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VIRGINA BEACH LIFEGUARDS... from page 32
charge of the
exercise. He
was wearing a tshirt, tan
fatigues, boots,
and shooting
glasses. As he
made his way to
shore, he was
talking on his
cell phone,
extending it
above his head
when the small
swells passed.
He nodded and
mouthed
“thanks” to me as I opened the back door of the
Expedition and he slid in. He was completely
soaked and still listening to the person on his
phone; I could hear the voice myself, although the
words were indistinct. I closed the door and Sgt.
Carter and Crew Chief Millard transported the
patients to the waiting ambulances.
The beach was still our responsibility, and we
kept the patrons out of the water and patiently
answered the questions we could. The boat began
to rock itself off the sandbar, and after a short time
was free and moving back out to sea. I scanned

the boat with
binoculars and
received one
final wave from
the rail. I
instructed our
guards to
reopen the
beach and to
direct any questions to me.
The entire
incident went
exactly as we
wished. The
patients were
transported from
the vessel to shore and on to waiting emergency
personnel with all due care and speed. While our
training never dealt with the scenario presented, it
did prepare everyone to react and respond as if
this was just another rescue. All members of the
Virginia Beach Lifesaving Service performed expertly, especially Mike Carter, Sean Millard, Chris
Gurley, Mike McDonald, and Justin Rienerth.
I looked at my watch as the boat disappeared
towards the horizon; the entire incident had taken
about a half hour. So much for the lazy, early days
of summer.
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JR. GUARD PHOTO... from page 22

was also given the "Character Counts Award"
based on six ethical values including;
Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness,
Caring, and Citizenship.

school ministry and values her relationship with
the Lord. "I have a lot to thank God for. I am very
blessed", says Hannah.

As
President
of
Concordia Elementary
School with 600 students, Hannah was once
again a positive role
model. She has participated in many fund raisers and is very involved
giving back to the community. "I like volunteering for FAM (Family
Assisted
Ministries)
because it makes me feel
good to help all those
people in need", says
Hannah. She has made
countless sandwiches for
FAM and helps to organize the stock room, bags
groceries, and does
paperwork.
Hannah's other activities
include Club Volleyball
for Laguna Beach where
she spends 3 to 4 days
a week and Swim Team
in San Clemente. She
maintains an A+ average in all classes (including AP classes) in Middle
School. Most importantly
she attends middle
Photo by Anna-Marie Goddard
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